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About This Game

All Aboard!!

Roll into Trainscape in this ultimate sandbox for model railroad fans young and old. Build your dream layout in seconds and
populate it with trains, buildings, props, townsfolk, and more. Then immerse yourself inside your world, watch majestic trains

roar by, or hop onboard and ride them! Create and re-create for endless hours of joy!

Key Features

 Build a track in seconds with guides, snaps, and loop closing assistant

 Take your layout to the next level with track elevations

 Decorate layout with buildings, props, townsfolk, and more

 Place trains and rolling stocks on the tracks and watch them go

 Zoom onto the table surface and marvel at the world that you have just created

 Ride the train and blow the whistle!
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Recent Updates

 Ability to ride trains

 Channel surf the TV and watch the world from different locomotive's nose cam

 More content through gift boxes, limited time offer for Early Access players

Under Development...

 Oculus Touch support

 More content

 Tunnels and bridges

 Mountains and canyons

 Branching and merging tracks

 Open your workshop to visitors

 Share your workshop through Google Daydream or Gear VR

 Much much more!
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This game is so relaxing and fun. It is nice building tracks and playing with a model trains without the packing up afterwards.
I cannot wait for more content and hopefully more trains to be added.
My 6 year old boy loves the game as well.. i hoping for more new update like new trains, new stuff and other new thing. While
it's still in development now I can't wait to see the finished project. I've always wanted to build model trains but space and
money have made it prohibitive. Once there's more props and accessories in place this game will envelope a lot of my time.

. how do u restart the game??
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